Insanity on the Million Dollar Hwy - Part II
Peaks:

Three Needles - 13,481 feet
"T 10" - 13,477 feet
Trico Pk - 13,321 feet
PT 13,510 B - 13,510 feet
Telluride Pk - 13,509 feet
Posted By:
bergsteigen
Post Date:
09/19/2012
Date Climbed: 09/14/2012

Chicago Peak, "Tomboy Peak", Telluride Peak, Pt 13,510B, Trico Peak, "T 10",
Three Needles
Trailhead (s): Either side of Red Mountain Pass area on Hwy 550...
Mileage: 14.7
Elevation Gain: 6,922'
Time: 13:13
Beta: Furthermore TR
Day 1: Part I
NOTE: I DO NOT recommend the north ridge of Trico Peak to anyone!!!!!!
With Homie Prater and Eric all going for some massive endurance peak challenges recently, I thought I would do one of my own. I'll never be as fast as
any of these guys, let alone Furthermore, but I do like to challenge myself to huge endurance feats from time to time. With two years of Paleo down, I
also wanted to see what I could do in a reasonable time frame. I knew 15 miles was ok, but how much elevation could I throw down? 7K? 8k? Or... 10K?
Eeeeks?! With a horde converging on Ouray for the big finisher the next day, I would also have a few options to find a ride in case I bailed early. I
stashed a bike at the destination trail head (below Pt 13,159, mile marker 76, Hwy 550) and hoped I wouldn't have to use it. That road has NO
SHOULDER, with many cliffs, steep cliffs.
The Trails Illustrated map has this section split between two sides of the map. AND both sides latitudes don't line up. I had found a nice pull-out for the
Bear Creek Pass Road just south of the Red Mountain Pass that I thought would make a good starting point. Then I realized after about a 100 page flips
of the map, that this wasn't my starting point. So I drove up and over Red Mtn Pass to the north to find the start of the defunct trail I would be following. I
found a scary sign saying "Beware of unexploded ordinances". Uh, no. So I decided to find another parking place and then call it a night.
Early next morning, I try to find my pull-out, over shoot it, have to turn around and find it again (Note, now I don't remember how far away my truck is
from the pass). I start up a steep little slope and start traverseing over to where there is an old trail marked on my Topo! Knowing that it's on my Topo!
map and not on the Trails Illustrated tells me I'm going to have a hard time following it once I find it. And so I do. game trails mix in with it, and divert me,
until I find it again. Overall, I knew I was shooting for Imogene Pass, and used the maps as guidance for finding my way.

Lake reflection

Route up to pass

The closer I got to the pass, the more excited to get the ridge run started. It was going to be a long day, and I wanted to get going. Just had to get the
initial annoying elevation gain done.

Weminuche morning

Mine below pass below Telluride Peak

Once at the pass, I had a view of my first peak, far away. So I did a walking break, eating a snack as I opened up my legs for a nice flat walking stretch.
Some minor annoyances along the ridge that are easily bypassed on the right/north.

View from Imogene Pass of Chicago Peak

Pass down to Telluride, with Wilsons in background

Ridge to Chicago. Difficulties passed by to north of ridge

From the first summit I looked NW to try and find the next one. Hmmm I hope it's not that ridge with all the gendarmes! I never thought to look lower at
the tiny peak below it. But as I knew Furthermore had done this ridge section in the dark, it couldn't be the rougher ridge. I didn't notice "Tomboy" until I
got to the connecting ridge. Then it made sense! It was just so incredibly tiny and not rough looking like it's neighbors!

Wilsons and Lizzard Head

Looking north from Chicago, which ridge to "Tomboy"?

Oh, that's "Tomboy Peak"? Huh, it's soooo tiny!

Didn't stay long on Tomboy or my return to Chicago Peak, just kept walking along the ridge. Making it back to Imogene Pass and the off-road
enthusiasts before noon. From there I contoured around the bump at the pass and on to the unranked Telluride Peak. I don't have plans to do the
unranked 13ers, but this one had a good view, and it was "in my way".
From Telluride it was a quick 30 minutes over to Pt 13,510B where I met two guys who were looking to go over to Telluride Peak and then down to the

12er Ajax on the ridge line down to Telluride. Spent my longest time on a summit today, talking to the only other people I would see on a peak. I told
them of my plans, and what I had already done that day, and seemed impressed. I was feeling good at this point, so I knew I had a decent chance at
completion, if I could go fast enough.

Looking over to 13,510B from Telluride Peak

Looking at Imogene Pass and "T 7"

Red Mountain and the mining area

From Pt 13,510B would be the crux of the day, the north ridge of Trico Peak. Could I do it, or would I have to drop down and around? Furthermore
describes the ridge as "it appeared to be climbable; however, the rock looked extremely loose. Even climbing, the rock appeared to be super sketchy
but was surprisingly somewhat solid as we made our class 3 climb to the summit". Well, I found it to be craptastically loose and dangerous for 10-20'
and then it became loose but surprisingly solid, and as I got closer to the summit, very solid.
So, unless you have cojones of steel or can find your happy Zen place, do not attempt this ridge! I went up the red-purplish rock until the base of the
grey loose crap. The grey rock is side table - giant platter sized slabs pointing down slope at high angle - at you. So I traversed to the left. Still crap.
Traverse some more. Hmmm... I was about to turn around and descend, when I found one area that might work. So I got into my cat like crawling pose
where all 4 limbs had equal body weight, and I crawled up the loose blocks. Once over this initial 10-20' section, I was able to find more stable rocks,
and slowly move back to ridge proper, where I found an opening in the ridge prominence and got onto the first stable rock of the ridge... Phew!!!

Trico Peak from 13,501B

The north ridge of Trico. Gets stupid loose after the purple rocks

Loose, nasty north ridge of Trico

Making the north ridge, after the horrid loose rock. Summit is near!

On the summit of Trico, I take another longish break, and take off my boots and socks. Just long enough to give my feet rejuvenation for the remainder
of the day. The descent off of Trico goes quickly, and then I head over to the listed double summit of "T 10". Here the craptastic loose San Juan rock
continues, but no more giant widow maker blocks. Just scree, crappy scree.

Looking back at Pt 13,510B

Ridge to "T 10" from Trico

Looking back on Trico's easier ridge

From the summit of "T 10" I try to figure out how to get over to the other double summit. I'm on the one marked on maps, but it would be nice to get
over to the other one. The slope on the left looks horrid, slope on the right looks bad. So instead I head in the Telluride direction and find a good slope
to drop down, and then head over to the saddle with Three Needles.

Sneffels Range and some color

Three Needles from "T 10"

"T 10"'s ridge line

"T 10" slope to NE

Looking up at the south ridge of Three Needles, I wasn't sure which scree gully to painfully claw my way up. So I went with the first prominent one to
the south and started up, painfully slow. I saw foot prints, so I was hoping I found the right one. It took forever to ascend this gully as it was so steep
and loose. But once I got up top of the ridge, I knew I found the correct one. Some very pretty ridge features in the setting sun.

Connecting ridge to Three Needles from "T 10"

Nifty evening shadows nearing Three Needles Summit

Solid climbing up to summit of Three Needles

Once on the summit at 5pm, I had some decisions to make. I felt awesome, my legs were holding up nicely, and I could continue onto the next 2 peaks
at least. I had been texting Darrin my progress on the peaks as I could from summits, but I hadn't heard an update on where he was since Salida. So
on my 7th summit, I find out he's already at the campsite! Well, huh. Guess I better find a good way down to the road and quickly! So I try texting him
locations along the road... he doesn't have a map. Frak!!! I could run the very long ridge over to "T 11" and down to the original meeting place where he

should be able to find me on my planning maps I sent him. But that could also take quite a bit of time too on the craptastic loose San Juan scree. So I
tell him to go to the Bear Creek Road just south of Red Mountain Pass (mile marker 80), since he should be able to find it. This took plenty of map
shuffling and flipping on a windy summit. Of course, as soon as I drop down the scree gully, I realize that where I asked him to pick me up, was pretty
close to where my truck was. Damn! Nothing to do about it now, out of cell range, and I had an hour and a half to meet him, TWO DRAINAGES over.

The Three Needles ridge features over to "T 11"

So I went over the other saddle to "T 10" and dropped down into that valley. The road was on the far side and the wound around the next ridge line
over to the north. I didn't want to waste time and walk over to the road. So I did a stupid descending traverse along the cliff faces to get to the road.
Then it was an easy walk until where I found Darrin, part way up a high clearance 4WD road with his Honda Accord. Now my legs were pounded into
soreness by the speedy descent. 0.5 miles along Hwy 550 later, I was at my truck.

"T 10" in the shade

The drainage/cliffs I dropped to meet Darrin

So, guess what. You can turn this crazy traverse - car/bike shuttle into a loop! Hurray! Just start at about Red Mountain Pass. Crazy. I was a bit sad
that I couldn't get to "T 11" and Pt 13,159, as I knew I had the legs for it, just not enough time. Furthermore did go until almost 8pm, but I didn't want
Darrin to miss out on the campsite festivities for that. At least now I know that 7K is no problem in a day! Next year, I'll try for more!

